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About me

Brüggen

Cologne

Studies: M. Sc. Psychology
Specialised in Human 
Resources and
Mediapsychology



Why Cape Town? 
Beautiful and interesting city/country I wanted to learn more about CT and SA in general

Diversity

Expectations: 

Working with people from different backgrounds

Learn more about the country and the life in such a diverse and multicultural nation

Improve my english

Leave my comfort zone

Learn more about myself



Why Africa Unite? 
Huge interest in Human Rights and their implementation in different countries

History of AU, as the organisation is built by young people who wanted to make a
change in their lifes and their community

I wanted to get an insight of the work at a NGO

AU is working with young people

Chance to see the „real Cape Town“ (not just the bright sides) 

The programmes that AU is running seemed to make a difference in people‘s life in Cape Town 
(and they really do!) 



What I did: 
Organizing the Leave No One Behind Dialogue

(huge THANK YOU to the team for supporting me!)

Conducted a petition in Nyanga for a second police station 

School Clubs:
 Attending Simunye High’s dialogue about drug and alcohol abuse

 Attended the Radio Interview at Bush Radio

 Organizing the Red Carpet Event to acknowledge the work of the kids

Conflict Mediation Programme: 
 Attended a Skills Sharing Session in Europe

 Attended several meetings on behalf of AU
(e.g. Round Table discussion regarding migration policy)

Implemented a Dropbox account 

Learned how to write reports



Challenges I‘ve faced: 
 Using public transport

Working to short deadlines

Working in another culture and language
(a lot of things differ from Germany)

 Pronouncing the African names correctly

Where is the office phone?

 Eating Chicken Feet (or at least tried to…)



What I‘ve learned: 
Importance of teamwork, teamwork, teamwork! (not just within the 
organisation but also between different organisations)

Working to short deadlines 

Being creative in finding solutions and having trust that in the end everything 
will work out

Advantages and challenges of a multicultural nation 

Importance of education/enlighten the people about their own rights as well 
as the rights of human beings in general (important to increase tolerance and 
understanding for each other)

Cape Town doesn’t only have bright sides



Recommendations
 Save all the important documents that could be useful in future on Dropbox       
(and keep using it!)

Sending the information about the programmes to the interns in advance

Second office phone

Use more media to show what Africa Unite does

Stay as friendly and outstanding as you all already are! 



Thank you so much!!!


